IRON

HANDRAILS

DOOR HANDRAIL INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
1.

Always plumb, cut and fit your rail
to the steps before inserting post
mount brackets into the posts.

Set the rail without the post mounts
next to the steps in the location
where you plan on mounting it.
Typically handrails will be installed
on the same side of the steps as
the doorknob.

5.

2.

3.

4.

Place a level on the front surface It is helpful to check and recheck adequate support within the wall
of the post (A). It is not necessary for plumb both directions multiple where the handrail is touching the
wall.
to plumb the post side to side yet. times.
The handrail should be touching
the ground
as well as the wall
while the level reads plumb.
Move the level to the side of the
handrail and ensure it is plumb.

The handrail post should be a
minimum of 1½” from the side of
the steps to ensure clearance for
the post mount.

Once the handrails is plumb
both directions and internal wall
support is verified choose the
fasteners you will use to anchor
Use a studfinder to ensure there is the handrail to the wall and to the
floor.

6.

Always plumb, cut and fit your
rail to the steps before inserting
post mount brackets.
Slide the post mount and
Once the rail is sitting plumb, snug strip assembly (F) into
the bottoms (→ →) of the rail
remove it from the steps.
posts.
Locate the post mount bracket
(D) and the green snug strips (E). NOTE: It will be necessary to
Fold the green snug strip over the tap (→ →) the bottom of the post
top of the post mounts. The snug mount assembilies into the bottom
strips should be oriented to touch of the posts. Do not scratch or
the left and right side of each post, hammer the handrail cap.
as opposed to the front and back.

7.

8.

Set the rail into its final mounting
position.
Drill a hole (G) through the post
mount into your steps and use
an anchor suitable for your step To help plumb the rail posts side
materials to fasten the rail to the to side (↔), use the stainless
steps.
steel washers (H) provided to
Drill one hole and install one shim underneath the mounting
plates (F) before fully tightening
anchor at a time.
Anchor the top clip to the wall with the anchors to your steps.
a suitable anchor.
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